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Easy Stack Bench
These all-weather, portable and ruggedly durable 

fiberglass benches are the perfect team seating solution. 

EasyRec athletic benches can handle any environmental 

conditions from the pool, field, gym or locker room. 

Light-weight and stackable construction makes these 

high capacity benches ideal for quick set-up and 

compact storage.  Manufactured as a single-piece they 

provide strong, stable seating with a weight capacity 

of 700lbs.  The Indoor/Outdoor marine-grade PloyCor® 

isophthalic exterior gelcoat is corrosion, moisture, UV 

and scratch resistant. Choose from a breadth of colors 

and customize the benches with your team logo or 

personal graphics. Easy to handle, convenient to store 

and no assembly required.
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4 FT. BENCH
48”L x 15”W x 18”H

26 lbs. shipping weight 

6 FT. BENCH
72”L x 15”W x 18”H

33 lbs. shipping weight

Custom Colors & Graphics:
Available upon Request



ADA Easy Stair
A proven economical solution for all pools requiring a primary 
or secondary means of ADA access; serving a wide range 
of specific needs including those with limited mobility, the 
elderly, moms-to-be, pre-teens and first-time recreation 
swimmers.  This durable marine-grade fiberglass stair system 
is lightweight, compact and with the included dolly is easily 
portable. The ADA Easy Stair requires no anchoring to the 
pool deck or any pool modification—ensuring that lap-swim, 
competitive swimming or the like are never compromised 
by quick and easy removal.  Each pool stair is custom 
fabricated and manufactured to your pool profile with just 
a few simple measurements. Our solid construction includes 
entrapment skirts with protective wear strips for increased 
durability; white non-conductive polymer coated steel 
handrails, and non-skid ADA compliant gel-coated steps for 
secure footing. The approach platform is designed based 
on deck edge and gutter profiles, to fit both corner and 
standard placement. The Easy Recreation ADA Easy Stair 
revolutionizes “accessibility” for pool environments. 
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5-STEP ADA EASY STAIR
For top of deck to pool floor

distances of 32” to 47”

(Shipping Weight: 160lbs)

6-STEP ADA EASY STAIR
For top of deck to pool floor

distances of 48” to 57”

(Shipping Weight: 190lbs)

7-STEP ADA EASY STAIR
For top of deck to pool floor

distances of 58” to 67”

(Shipping Weight: 220lbs)

REPLACEMENT ITEMS:
Trim Kit

Dolly

Deck Adapter

Spreader Bar

Handrails 


